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Industry Leader Continues to Serve Oil and Gas Industry with New Exclusive Machinery 

Partnership  

HTL are pleased to announce that they have now been appointed as Mirage Machines’ official and 

exclusive global rental partner. Mirage Machines design and manufacture portable machine tools for 

use across a number of sectors - including energy, nuclear, offshore, subsea, renewable and mining 

making them the perfect fit to complement HTL’s controlled bolting product portfolio.  

HTL’s strategic partnership with Mirage Machines will see product lines such as: Drilling and Tapping, 

Flange Facing, Hot Tapping, Line Stopping and Boring and Orbital Milling machinery being added to 

their rental fleet, offering customers an even wider selection of solutions to solve problems faced in 

industry. 

With both HTL and Mirage Machines being family founded businesses and family members still 

holding Director and CEO status’ it is guaranteed that a friendly customer focused service is offered 

to every customer. The businesses have both been in operation and experienced significant growth 

since the early 1990’s, consequently ensuring customers are offered the most innovative solutions 

by harnessing unrivalled knowledge and expertise gained over the years.  

Paul Harrison, Sales and Marketing VP, Mirage Machines comments: “HTL is the perfect global rental 

partner for Mirage Machines as over a number of years they have proved to be a great supplier to 

the markets we are working in, their ability to react to their client needs is an absolute credit to their 

staff and business and is shown through their aggressive growth. We are excited about this new 

business venture together and look forward to a long standing relationship which we see adding 

great value to our clients” 

This truly is a seamless partnership for HTL that complements their continuous journey of growth 

and allows the industry leader to continue to drive innovation and deliver world class solutions to 

industry.  
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HTL Group 

 

Founded in 1994 as Hire Torque Ltd from premises no larger than the average double garage and 

with only two employees 

Now on a 65,300sq.ft site on the Nelson Park Industrial Estate, Cramlington 

Delivers world class solutions to industry through 6 company divisions  

Original equipment manufacturer status with HTL Worldwide Ltd  

Global presence in over 25 countries 

   


